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ABSTRACT OF M.Sc. THESTS
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Kinetic IsoÈope EffecËs in the Decarboxylation of

Buccini

Some Substituted

BenzoÍc Acids.

(e) rrte carboxyl-cl3 kirretic isotope effects \¡rere measured for the

decarboxylatíons of 4-methylsalicylic acíd in soluLions of quínoline and

of .O2 M quíno1íne in nitrobenzene. The observed isotope effects at

195oC were 0.7 + .L "L and 2.2 + .L %, for the quinoline-nitrobenzene and

pure quínoline solutions, respectively. These results indícate that the

mechanism of this reaction Ínvolves the equilibrium formation of ion pairs,

followed by the formation of a reacËion intermediate which can decompose to

either products, or an ion pair.

(B) The carboxyl-C13 kinetic isotope effects hrere measured for the

decarboxylation of 4-methoxyanthranilic acid in aqueous solutions of
rli FFaea¡r ^lJ ^-lurrLcrc,,L ptl arrcl constant ionic strength (0.5). The isotope effects

observed at 60oc were 4.2 + .L%, 1.4 + .L% anð.0 for solutions of pH: -.3,
1.3, and 4.0, respectively. These results are interpreted in terms of a

mechanísm in which the acid (HA), the acíd anion (A-) an¿ zviitterior- (z)

are all protonated to form non-Bjerrum intermediates, (H2A'k, ll\:k and HZ:r-,

respectively) of which only HA:'s can decarboxylate.
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INTRODUCTION

fn order to predict the effects of isotopic substitution on

reaction rates, one must first have a t.heory of chemical reactions. The

most successful theory to date has been the theory of absolute reaction rates

put forward by Eyring (f3), polanyi (12) an¿ oLhers (15). This theory

assumes that a chemical reaction can be represented by a three dimensional

surface, the shape of which is deËermined by the reaction coordinate, and

the poËential energY of the reactÍng system. Such a surface is called a

potential energy surface. It is assumed that there ís but one potential

energy surface along which a reaction takes place. On this surface, one

part of coordinate space represents the reactants, and another, the products.

separating these two regÍons there is an eneïgy barríer. rn order for

a chemical reaction to occur, the reactanls must approach one another

and pass over the energy barrier. The molecular species corresponding

Eo the top of the energy barrier, for Lhe energetically easíest path

from reactants to products, is called the nacËívated complexrr. rt is

proposed thaË there is always a concentration of activated complex in

equilibrium with the reactants, and that the rate of reacËion is

determined by the rate of decomposition of the complex.

trrlhen a mechanism is proposed for a particular reaction, we

are, at present, usually satísfied if we have a generar idea of the

structure of the activated complex. One way in which informaLion mav

be.gained abouL the activated complex is from the studies of isotopic

substitution. As most reactíons involve only a small part of a given

reactant molecule, r^re may learn the fate of a particular atom in this
parË of the molecule by conductingtrtracerrrstudies; i.e. hre can substitute

an ísotope bjr for a given atom b Ín the reactive part of the molecule, and

then locate the isotope b:'. in the reaction products. such experiments

AS
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will lead to the conclusion that cerËain bonds are broken, made or

unaffected. These results will enable us to postulaLe one, or more,

possíb1e activated complexes. These models can then be experimenËa1ly

Ëested to see if thev are corïecË.

one way of testíng a possible complex involves isotopic

substítution withín the reaction cent,er, and the measurement of the

relative raËes of reaction of Ëhe Ëwo Ísotopic isomers. If the tl¡ro rates

are different, Ëhere is said to be a kinetic isotope effect.

Often, there is more t.han one possible activated complex.

However, Ëhese different complexes frequently gíve rise to different

predictions as Ëo the existence of a kinetic isoËope effect. Thus the

determínat.ion of the kínetic isotope effect can be used as a powerful

diagnostic Ëoo1.

rn some cases, a measurable kinetic isotope effect can be

observed when the labelled atom is not at the actual reactíon site. This

is referred to as a secondary isotope effect. The following discussion

will be limited to primary kínetíc isotope effecËs, i.e. those cases ín

which Ëhe labelled atom Ís aË Lhe actual reaction siËe.
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THE THEORETICAI PREDICTION OF ISOTOPE EFFECTS

I¡Ihen an aËom b of a morecure is repraced by its isotope b>k, a

number of relativery smarl effects come into play, arl of which must be

taken into consideration Ín order to undersËand the over-all effect.
using the theory of absolut.e reactÍon rates, Bigeleisen (3) has arrÍved
aE an expressíon for predicting the kinetic isotope effect in the
following type of reaction.

kr
A1+B+C+ (products)1 ....(1)

k.,A2+B+c+ .-=t (products)2 ....e)
A1 and A2 are ÍsoLopÍc isomers.

k1 and k2 are the specific rate constants for the reactions expressed bv
equaËions (1) and (2), respectively.

B, c, etc' may or may not be pïesenË; if they are present, they may be

other A molecules, or different species.

The subscripts (l) and (r) usuarly refer ro the lieht and

heavy isotopes, respectÍvely.

For reactions Ínvolving the isotopes of carbon and heavÍer
elements, BÍgeleisen (3) proposes the forlowing equation for the
theoreticar calculation of Lhe kínetÍc Ísotope effect.

(s2/syl f rËrl"+rl (ky/k2) :

(KL/K2>rvfrtvlr) 
F 

.'îu.,,,rr)oui -'*t.,,lrr^"orJ (r + ¡ ll,lrtro> .. (3)Li--iJ

The various symbols and Lerms in equation (3) will now be

defined and dÍscussed.

In any term, Lhe superscript (f ) refers ro a property of the
activated complex, and the subscripts (l) and (2) refer to the lísht
and heavy isotopes, respectively.

The ratio k7/k2 gives the relative rate of reaction of the t\,¡o
Ísotopic isomers, A1 and 42. This ratio ís thus a measure of the kinetic
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ísotope effect in a particular reaction.

The classÍcal symmetry number (s) is the number of indis-

tinguishable positions that a molecule (or activaËed complex) can take in

space. In effect, the synnetry numbers convert the calculated raLio of

rates of reaction to the ratÍo of rates per equívalent position in the

reacLant molecule.

For example, if ABA and ABA'k are isotopic isomers whÍch de-

compose according to the following reactíons,
1,

ABA

ABA:k ktt A+BA:k

then, in calculaLÍng k/kl we must account for the fact Ëhat even if there

is no kineËic isotope effecË due to the substitution of A:k for A, the

value of kl will be one half that of k. This occurs because Ëhe pro-

bability of the rupture of the A-B bond in ABA is twice that in ABA'k.

Thus, for the above reacLÍons, assuming an activated complex of the form

A---B-4, we will have sL: 2, s2: l, rtf : f , and $ : t. Therefore the

left hand side of equatíon (3) woutd become k/Zt.t.

The transmission coefficient (K) is the fraction of the

activated complexes which decomposes in the direcLion correspondÍng to

the completed reaction. Thus, the transmission coefficÍent accoúnts for

the activated complexes which decompose to reactanLs rather than to

products. In order to be able Lo calculate K, the potentÍal energy surface for

a reaction must be known, and even then a rigorous calculation is not

necessarily possible. Because the potential energy surface is not

generally known, K cannot be evaluated. However. some theoretical cal-

culations (20) have shown that in cases of experimental interest above

room temperaLure, the ratio of the transmission coefficients can be taken

as unity. Tt should be noted that this assumption ís one of the weakest
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points in the theory. It would be most desÍrable to be able to calculate

the values of the tr.io transmission coefficients.

The frequ"rr.y Ul corresponds to the stretching vibratíon along

the coordinate of decomposítion for the bond in the activaËed complex

which is about to be broken. This frequency is an imaginary number.

rt has been shown (6) rhar the rario Vl.,pl 
" 

can be replaced by (m.,:,.-/ra.,n)Lr,
Lrl' L¿ L L

where m:k Ís the effectíve (or reduced) mass of the activated complex

along the coordinate of decomposition. In the earlier literature, m:'c \n/as

assumed to be the reduced mass of the two atoms which form the bond

abouË to be broken. Now, however, mjr is usually taken to be the reduced

mass of the two molecular fragments creaLed by the cleavage of the

Uorr¿(+). If Mt atd Mtt are the tr¡io separating molecular fragments, then

t/Mt t + 1/M1 il

I .... (4)tlMz, + I/y12

Thus, the term Vfrtlli, is dependent only on the reduced masses of the

SeLs of molecular fr.¡mont- c fnr"ìgd by the two isotopiC isomers. For

this reason, this term is called the reduced mass factor. or the

temperalure independent factor.

ïn Ehe last term of equation (

\å
)

^ l"T.l' : 1"T,,lt -

3)

t+
Itl

t/
t-tl

and
tiui : hYi/kr

where h is Planckts constant, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the

absoLut.e temperature of the reaction.

(+) l-n tact o this value is correct |tonlv if the centers of mass of the-

corresponding to the

ís only an approxima-

two fragments lie on the extensions of the line

broken bondrt. OtherwÍse Ëhe mass fragment value

tion (40).
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The last term of equat.ion (l) gives Ëhe correction for the

effect of quantum mechanical rrtunnelingrr on the rate of reaction. QuanÈum

mechanically there is a possibí1ity that reactants can pass into products

without passing over the usual energy barrier. This is accomplished by

rrÈunnelingtt, or leakage through the energy barrier. The net effect is a

slight increase in Ëhe raËe of reaction. A calculaËion of the tunnel

effecL would requíre a thorough knowledge of the potential energy surface

for the reaction. As this Ís generally unknown, the effect of tunneling

on the rate of a reaction cannot be calculated. However, from general

experience it is found thaE the tunnel correctíon is negligible for the

isotopes of carbon and the heavíer elements. Tt is therefore assumed chat

Lhe correction is negligible in t.he consideraËion of isotope effecLs.

Thus, omiËting the symmetry numbers, and neglecLing the ratío

of the transmission coefficients and the tunnel correction, equation (3)

reduces to equatíon (5).

(k. /k^)LZ

The red

oËher remaining t

term) are the two

be a kinetíc isot

quantiÈaËive theo

can be employed i

of kinetic isotop

In the

the nuclear mass

reduced mass of t

Llu:Llm+I/M,.'t

f 3n-6 snlz I: Qil/v|r) lr + I c(urr)o'i - ã cr"!rl^"1 | ... (s)
L r i *l

uced mass (or temperature independent) term and Ëhe

erm (whích will be referred to as the zero-point energy

facËors which will determine whether or not there will

ope effecË. Ir,Ihile both terms are necessary tor a

retical prediction, the zero-point energy Ëerm alone

n a very useful qualitative discussion of Ëhe predicËion

e effecËs.

t,heory of the electronic structure of the hydrogen atom,

(M) enters the calculations only ín the form of the

he system (¡). If m is the mass of the electTon, then

As the minimum value of M is about. 1850m, a change ín



M from unity to infinity will not noticeably affect the value of,fÀ. Thus,

a change in t.he nuclear mass of the hydrogen atom will have a negligable

effect on the electronic structure of the atom. Extending this idea to

Ëhe heavier elements, t.he electronic structures of two isotopes should

be the same to a very high degree of approximat.ion.

Consider novl the replacement of an atom ín a complex molecule

by one of its isotopes. The interaËomíc forces will not be affected by

the change in nuclear mass, as these forces are determined by tire

electronic structure. Thus, isotopic isomers should have the same

interaLomic dÍstances, vibratíonal force constants and also the same

potential energy surface for any reacLion, to a very high degree of

approximat ion.

I¡Ihen the translational motion of an atom is considered, it is

the total mass, m f M, and therefore M which is of imporlance. The

translatíonal energy of an atom is then governed by the nuclear mass.

Isot.opic substitution should, therefore, affect the vibrational frequencies

of the bonds to the labelled atom, as these vibrations involve acceleration

of the nuclear mass. In facL, iË is found that the substit.ution of the

heavier isotope reduces the frequency of vibration associated with a

particular bond to the 1abelled atom.

rn the zero-point energy term, n ís the number of atoms in a

particular species, and

G(u-) : L/z - L/uí+ L/("ti - 1)

also, aui : uil - uí2

where ui : hVi/kT

and V, is the vibratíonal frequency associated wíth the iÉ rotrul mode

of vibration. ln i.ha rêar'.aîr there are 3n-6 normal modes of víbration,
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while there are only 3n*-7 normal modes in the activated complex. The

missing mode of vibration in the activated complex corresponds to Vf., and

has already been taken ínto consíderation in Lhe reduced mass faccor.

trnlhen all the oscillators in a molecule are Ín their lowesc

energy states, the total vibrational energy of the molecule is not zero,

but a minimum value (vo), called the zero-point energy. rf the minimum

in the potential energy curve for the normal molecule is taken as the

energy origin, then it is easily.shown (ZS) ttrat

3n- 6
V,:

i-
As prevíous1y sLated, the substitution of a heavier isocope

in a molecule will result in a decrease ín the víbrational frequencies

of the bonds to t.he labelled atom. Assuming that the vibrational

frequencies of the bonds to oLher aLoms are not appreciably affected. one

would expect the molecule with the heavier ísotope to have a lower zero-

point energy than the one with the light isotope, í.e. we would expec.

ott vol

rf the top of the energy barrier is taken as the energy origin
for the activaLed complex, a símilar argumenË shows Ëhat the zero-poínt

"nergy 
(vj) is gíven by

3n-6 3n-6
= 

ìr \- S-

a >znYiL2 1?hPiz1Í

+

LhV,I

^+
. JLL- Ivr:oi

It follows, therefore, that
¡

Ë"n'1 >
1

uJt

t.5 I !\' l r .1Z- =znV: ¡- LL
1

v'
ô¿

OT,
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Let

and

The sunrnation
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shown graphically in Figure l.

aV:Vo, -Yo2

It¿¿v':vår-våz

3n-6sr
à G(uiùau, is related Lo aV, the difference
i

between the zero-poÍnt energies of the isotopic reactants. The sunrnation

- +-Jn- /

1

energies of the isotopic activated complexes. From equation (5), it

is seen that the ratio k1 /k2 is proport.ional to

3n- 6
S^z\z r,\uiz)auí -
i

^ *-Jn! /
sr ^' * . +

1 u(ui2laui
l-

Thus the kinet.ic isotope effect will be proportional Ëo the quantity
(¿V - aV+). It is interesting to note that the kínetic isotope effect

is not dependent upon t.he activation energy of the reaction (i.e. the

difference in energy level between the reactants and the activated complexes).

The problem of predicting a kinetic isotope effect has now been

reduced to one of evaluating the vibrational frequencies of the normal modes

of oscillaLion of the reacEants and the activated complexes. llhile

these frequencies in the reactants can be evaluated from infra red spect.ra,

generally they have been found only for very simple molecules. rn the

last few years the use of computers has enabled some theoreticians co

obtain the vibrational frequencies of some rather complex molecules, and

some exact calculations of. k1/k2 for various models of the activated

complex have been carried out (17). In the case of activated complexes,

the víbrational frequencies would have to be estímated on the basis of

knotnm frequencies for the stable compounds and would, of course, depend



FIGURE 1: The potential energy profile showing the relation
between the zero-point energies of the isotopic reactants
and of the isotopic acLÍvated complexes.
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FIGURE 1
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upon the model chosen for the complex. However, in more complex molecules,

the reacLíon center comprises only a small portion of the molecule, and,

if all the vibrational frequencies cannot be evaluated, it is usually

assumed that the víbratíonal frequencies of the bonds removed from the

reaction siLe are unchanged in going from the iniËial sLate to Èhe

acËivated state, i.e. V=: Vj ror those bonds removed from the reacËion
JJ

síte. This results in the cancellatíon of such pairs of terms as

G("jZ)au¡ and c(ulZ)^"*¡. If, however, within the reaction center there

ís one bond to the labelled atom that ís consíderably weakened, or

completely broken in the activated complex, the paír of terms correspond-

íng to thís vibrational mode will not vanish. For Lhe limiting case in

which the bond is completely broken in the activated complex, VÏ : { ,

and t.he term for the activat.ed sLate vanishes. Thus, assuming all other

frequencíes unchanged, the maximum zero-point energy contribution to

the kinetic isotope effect would be 1 f G(urr)au,

ff the bond to Lhe labelled atom is only weakened, then the

contribution to the kinetic isot.ope effect is less by the amount
t'

G(uiZ)aui . The zero-poÍnt energy contributíon would be, therefore,

1 + G(ut2)¡ri - c(u!2)au!

As ¿u is always posítive, and G(u) is also always positÍve

and increases with u (2), if the bond to the l_abell_ed atoin is r¿eaicened

or broken in the activated sLate, kr/kz> L, and the rate of reactíon

rn'il1 be greater f or the lighter isotope.

If a bond to the labelled atom had actually strengthened in

the acËivated complex, rhen c(ui2)auí < C(ulr)aul and, ky/k2<L. This is

referred to as a reverse isotope effecl. It ís much less common than the

previous case.
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In general, then, if a bond

changed (weakened or strengthened) in

isotope effect will occur.

a labelled atom is appreciably

activated complex, an

At this point Ít should be noËed Ëhat the zero-point energy

contribution is the most Ímportant term for those cases ínvolving the

isotopes of hydrogen. For the isotopes of carbon and heavier eIemenLs.

the reduced mass factor must also be taken into consideration.

Temperature Dependence of the Isotope Effect

The magnitude of k1/k2 wilr be derermined by two factors,
i.e. the reduced mass factor and the zero-point energy factor. As

the former is temperaLure independent its contributÍon wíll be the

same at all temperatures. Therefore any effect of temperature on the

value ot. k1/k, can be attributed to the zero_point energy term,

unless the transmission coefficienËs and/or the tunnel correction
come into play.

TL'e zeto-poínt energy term involves the energy difference

¿v - avt As the temperature is decreased, this energy dífference

will become more and more Ímportant, and in the lÍmit as the temper_

ature approaches the absolute zero, the ratio k1/k2 will approach

infinÍty for the usual case in whích k1/k2> L. For the less common

case of the reverse ísotope effect, kL/kz wirl approach zero.

trrie have defined au, as follows;

Aui : uit - ui2: h(yif - li)/t<t

rn the high temperature rimit, as the Eemperature approaches

ínfinity, Ëhe au terms in the zero-point energy term approach zero.

Therefore, bot.h G(u)au terms vanish and the zero-poínt energy term

reduces to unity. Thus the high temperature límÍt is
+¡

k. /k^ : V. . /V-'^L ¿ I-I LI

to

the
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for bot.h the common and reverse isotope effecËs.

The temperature variatÍon on k1/k2 is usually quite notíce-

able over temperature ranges of about 60oc. yankwich and Belford (46)

have studied the temperaËure dependence of the intermolecular kineËic

ísotope effect Ín the decarboxylation of maloníc acíd in quinoline

solutions. They used acid labelled wíth carbon-13 in the -cooH group,

and compared the rates of decarboxylation of maronÍc-l-cr2 and

malonic-1-c13 acids. The value of. k12/kç varíed from 1.0561 aE

34oc ro L.o37g at l1goc.
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EXTWOF THE K]NETIC ISOTOPE EFFECT

The magnitude of the ralio k/k;c may be experimentalry

evaluated by two methods.

I - The Method of Absolute Rates

(+)

rn this melhod, the rate of reaction for each of Lhe iso-

topic specíes is measured directly, and the ratío k/k:'r Ís calculated.

ExcepË for a few special cases, the accuracy of the measuremenLs is

not betler than a few per cent. However, for isotopes of the elements

heavier than hydrogen, the ratio of rate constanLs differs from

unity by only a few per cent. Thus an error of a few per cent ín

each of k and k:k would mean that. a small isoLope effect might not

be detected. For this reason, thÍs method is limited to the Ísotopes

of hydrogen, where k Ís usually greater than k'k by several orders

of magnitude.

If - The Method of Competítive Rares

There are ti,ro types of competiËive methods which may be

used; the chemical competitíve method and t,he isotopic compeËitive

method. For several reasons (6) the former method is limited to

the isotopes of hydrogen, and wilr not be díscussed here.

rn the isotopic competitive method, Lhe isotopic reactants,

A and AJt, are present in a míxture and either undergo unimolecular

decomposition, or react wit.h other chemical species, B, c, eËc.,

where these latter species may be other A molecules. This method is

especially simple when applied to systems in whích A'kís present. to

the extent of 1 % or less. As the natural abundances of c13, N15

and 018 are of the order of. L % or less, this method can conveniently

*) In the prevÍous discussion, li¡ u"a t"
consËants for the reactions of the species containíng the light and

heavy isotopes, respectively. rn the followíng díscussion, as a matter

of conveníence, k1 and k2 are replaced by k and kJr, respectively.
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be used Ín those cases requiring carbon, nitrogen or oxygen labelling

Ín Atk, as in these cases natural samples of a reactanL can be used

Lo achieve the mixture of isotopic reactants. The necessity for

isotopic enrichment of the reactant mixLure Ís thus avoided. Also,

systems employing A:k at Ëracer concentrations (much less than I %)

can be treated by this method. This method is not. however. limited
to those cases for which 6:t/tr -< .01

consider the case in which the rate of reaction is of

first order with respect Ëo the concentration of A or Ark, and of

some arbitrary order b wÍth respect Ëo the concentration of B, c

with respect t.o the concentraLíon of c, elc. . The reactíons can

be written as follows, where x and X:k are the ísotopic products.

A+B+C+.... k= X+y+... ...(6)
A:k+B+C+.... k'j'> X:k+y+... ...(7)

If k t k'k, the difference in the reaction rates wÍll

result in a contínual change in the ísotopic content of both the

reacLant and the product. The value of k/[:t can be evaluated by

measuring the fracËional amounts of conversion of A and A:k and the

isotopic content of either the remaíníng reactant or the product.

(1) enatysis of the isotopic content of the remainins reactant

aft.er a known amounL of reaction

If Ao, Aork, Bo, Co, etc. represent the inÍËial amounts of
the reactanLsr and A, A:k, B, c, eEc. represent the amounts of the

reactants remaining after a time Ë, and extent of reacLion f, then

Lhe rates of reactions (6) and (l) at time t. can be expressed as

follows.

- dA/ dr

- ¿P'</dr

k(A) (B)b(c)'-----

lç:'r ({ls) (S)b (C).- - - - -

It follows from these tr^io equations that....
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d4_ : k(A)
dA'k ÉlA,k)

andtherefore dfn(A):(k/krr)dln(e't¡

rntegrating this equation between the limits Ao and A for

the left hand side, and Ao'l- and AJç for the right hand side, T¡/e get,

aft.er convertÍng to logarithms to base 10,

k log (A/Ae )
k:k 1og(A,'./eo,r¡ ....(B)

The measured fractional conversion, f, is given by

-\ (A + A'k)\l-!/-GFTÐ

By setting Ro: Ao'k/Ao (i.e. the ratio of labelled to

unlabelled molecules in the initial reactant) and Ru¡: {:k/A (i.e.

Ëhe ratÍo of labelled to unlabelled molecules ín the reacËant remain-

ing after an amount of reaction, f) expressions (9) an¿ (10) can be

derived for A/Ao ¿nd {:k/[o>k, respectively.

(r - f)

\r - r.,

SubsËituting

A(f + 4:'rlA):__Ao(l + Ao'k/Ao)
¿.(1 + Ruf )
Ao(1 + Ro)

É\'l

-^o

equat ions

- |,-rog L(r -

( 1 * Rr¡)Ro

(9) and (10) inro

f)(r + Ro)/(r +

ro\

....(10)

tion (8) gives

'̂ro

(1-f)(r+Ro)
(r + nr¡)

6:'<(1 i A/e''.¡ 6>'r(t * l/R.f)
ryGTTJ\Ð : \Ei +17Ð

(t-f)(I+Ro)Rr¡

k
:--ì-k:r

equa

Rut I
loe L(t - r)(r + Ro)R¿¡/(r + nr¡)nj (1i)

rf we let 0: (k/lç:'r - 1), then the deviation of o from zero

will be a measure of the kinetic isotope effect. A posit.ive value
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of 0 will correspond to the normal isotope effect (k > ¡''.¡; a negatÍve

value of e, to the reverse isoto^o aFFa¡r r'^r elements heavier than

hydrogen, and showing a normal ísotope effect, the value of O is

usually bet\^/een zero and f 0.1

Thus, in this method, the problem of evaluating the magnitude

of the kinetic isotope effect has been reduced t.o one of measurine

t.he extent of reactíon, f., and the E\^io ratios, Ro and Rr¡ . The

values of the isot.opic ratios can be determÍned with a precisÍon of

0.L % or better by mass spectrometric analysis. IfradioactÍve isotope

is used, a precísion of about 0.2 % can be obtained by measurements

of radioactivity. The error Ín the value of f is usually about

0.5 %. If a precision of a few per cent ín O is required, then it

can be shornm (6) that the extent of reaction must be greater than

0.5 . For f ) 0.5 , the precisÍon in O increases with increasÍng

extent of reaction, until f > 0.9 , at which point the error in t.he

det.ermination of f increases, and the precision ín O agaÍn decreases.

(2) Analysis of the isotopíc content of the product after a

known amount of reaction

If X and X:k are the amounts of isotopic products produced

up to tíme t and exlent of reaction f, then, in the previous notation.

A: Ao - X and A:'.- - Ao)k - X?'.- . AË any time t, the rates of reactions

(6) and (7) can now be wriËten as follows.

dx/dr : k(Ao - x)(s)b(c)

¿¡:t/dL : lç:k(Ao:k - X,k) (S)b(C)t-----

It follows from these t\,ro equations that

dx k(Ao - x)
dX* þ:k([o:k - X''')

and Lherefore d 1n(eo - X): (t<¡tatr¡ d ln(Ao''. - X'k)

InËegrating this equatíon beËv/een the 1ímit s zero and X for
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the left hand síde, and zero and x:'. for the right hand side, T¡re get, af.ter

converting to logarithms to base 10.

k 1og(l - X/Ao):
k'k log(t - X*/Ao:k) ....(12)

The measured fractional conversi.on, f, is given by

f - (x+¡'t¡

By settíng Ro: Ao:k/Ao(as before) and Rxf : ¡''./X (i.e. the

raLio of labelled to unlabelled molecules in the product collected after

a measured extenË of reaction, f) expressions (13) and (14) can be derived

for X/Ao and X:'s/Ao;s, respectÍve1y.

€ _ x(l +¡:t/X) X(l +Rxf)
Ao(1 + Aoj./Ao) Ao(1 + Ro)

x f(t + Ro)

E n+R;Ð ""(i3)
Xi.(l + X/Xt) ¡:'.(1 * 1/R*¡)

F:' oo''.-(l + eoTao''.¡ Ao>r-(1 + 1/Ro)

x:'.- f(l +Ro)R*¡
A"" -11-+R;)no ....(14)

subsriruring equaríons (r:) atr¿ 1to, inro equaËion (12) gives

L : roe[r - r(r + n.)/(r + n).r)]
k'f iogF - f (1 * Re)R¡¡/(r + n"¡¡n¡ ....(ts)

Thus ín this method, the problem of evaluaËing the magnitude of

the kinetic isotope effect has been reduced Lo one of measuríng the

extent of reactíon, f., and the two ratios, Ro and R*¡

Bigeleísen and Allen (5) have reported a study of the errors

ínvelved in evaluating the quantiry (þ*/k - r) by this method. They

calculaled the per cenË. error in this quantÍty as a functÍon of the extent

of reaction, assumíng

(i) 1L:t/k - l) : -.1
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(ii) a tracer concentratíon of Ao:"-,

. "^-?(iii) an error of 10-'in the value of R*¡/Ro , and

(iv) an accuracy of 0.5 % in the measured extenË of reaction.

The results are show-n graphically in Figure 2. Inspection

of this graph shows that for this method, Ít Ís advantageous to attempt

to evaluate 0 at small conversions. The dífference between the values of

R*¡ and Ro ís a maximum at the start of the reaction and decreases with

the extent of reaction untíl R*f: Ro at f:1. Therefore, the presenË

method is preferred over thaË Ín which 0 is determined by isotopic analysis

of the remainíng reactant, because the present method permiLs an accurate

determination of 0 in the regíon of the maxímum value of R*g/Ro. The

previous method requires f to be at least 0.5 If the difference between

R*t and Ro ís small to begin with, R*f/Ro may not be sufficiently different

from one at. this conversion to permit a detection of Lhe isotope effect.

The Isotopic Competitive Method at a Tracer Concentration of Ao*

If A?'. ís present in very small concentrations (Ao''./Ao 5 .01),

or íf the fractionatÍon factor is sufficientlv small that

and

(11

I¡¡\ o

.I -LÞ"o

) and (15) reduce

*1+Raf

x1+Rxf

Eo equatíons (16) and (tZ¡,then equatíons

respect ively.

k
---:-
[<.?ç

K

ktk

)t
f RI

ol
(16)

(r7)
loe(1 - f)

1og(1 - fRxf/Ro)

It has also been shown (8, 10) that if A'k is present in tracer

concentrations, then equations (16) and (fZ) are valid for reactions in

which the rate is proportional to any por¡/er of the concentration of A.

Io (r -
Log(1



FIGURE 2: The per cent error in (k>'r/k - l) when determined by
isotopic analysis of the producË, as a funcLion of the
extent of reaction.
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Lntermolecular end Intramolecular Lsotope Effects

So far, this discussion has been limited to the comparison of

the rates of bond breakÍng of the same bond in two molecules which are

idenLical except for the substitutíon of a labelled atom for its isotooe

in one molecule. This is referred Ëo as the inLermolecular isotooe

effect. Tn some cases, however, one could also consíder the comparÍson

of the raËes of bond breaking of two bonds in the same molecule which

are identical except for the substitution of a labelled atom at the end

of one bond. This is referred to as the intramolecular isotope effect.

It is a special case of Ëhe isotopÍc compeËitive meËhod and will not be

discussed further.
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HÏSTORICAI REVIEI'I

In 1932, !üashburn and Urey (37) reported the first experimental

demonstration of a kinetic isotope effect. They observed that in ¡he

elecËrolysis of \^/ater, Lhe remaíning lÍquíd becomes enriched in D2o.

At the time, ít was thought that only those elements lÍghter than carbon

could show an effect large enough to be observed experimentally. It was

not unËil 1948 that a kinetic isotope effect was observed for the isotopes

of carbon (or any heavier element). rn that year, Beeck et al (1)

reported a study on the effect of electron impact on propane-1-c13 in a

mass spectrometer. These workers observed that the dissociatíon proba-

bility of the C-C bonds in the labelled molecule is decreased by L2 + L %

for the c13-c12 bond and increased by 7 + .2 % for the c12-,c12 bond,

below and above the Cl2-cl2 borrds in unlabelled propane.

Since this díscovery, many reactÍons have been investÍgated

to determine whether or not a kinetic isotope effect could be observed

for the isot.opes of carbon and the heavier elements. Among those

reactÍons investigated for carbon Ísotope effects are several decarboxvl-

atíon reacËions, which may be represented as

R-COOH -------> R_H + COz

These reactions are particularly easy to study for t.wo reasons.

(1) Carbon labelling ín Ëhe -COOH group can be readíly achieved.

goth c13 and cl4 labelling have been used: the former is achieved by

using natural samples of the acid (which contain about T % cL3 ín the

carboxyl group) and the latter, by an appropriate synthesis of Lhe acid

from a cl4 labetled reactant.

Q) The rarío Ro : (R-c:kooH)o/(R-cooH)o can be readily obrained by

mass spectromeËric analysis or radioassay of the co2 produced by the

complete decarboxylatíon of the acid. Then the ratio k/k:'. .un ,"

accurately evaluated by the isotopíc analysís of the product (co2)
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produced after a knoT,in extent of reaction.

The first, and by far the mosL exLensively studíed of the

decarboxylation reactÍons, is that of maloníc acid. In the notation of

BigeleÍsen and Friedman (4), Ëhe reactions are written as follows.

+ coz

+ coz

+ C't-02

+ coz

The ratío k1/2k3 ís a measure of the intermolecular ísocope

effect: the ratio 1rc4/k3 , the intramolecular isoLope effect. Since the

first investigation by Yankwich and Calvir- (42) on molten malonic-l-Cr4

acid, there has follor,¡ed a series of experiments on the measurement of

the intermolecular andfor intramolecular isotope effects, using c13

andfor Cl4 as the label, for maloníc acid in the melt, in concentrated

sulfuric acid soluLion, in quinolíne solution and in dioxane solution.

The decarboxylations of u-napthyl-, phenyl- and bromomalonic acids, as

well as of the anion of maloníc acíd have also been reported. The

observed effects are summarízed in Tables I, II, and fII.

These reactions are always fírsË order in malonic acid, and

the observance of isotope effects of from 2-6 % for c13, and 5.5-L3.2 %

for cL4, indicate that the bond between the carboxyl carbon and the

methylene carbon is considerably weakened, or broken in the actívated

complex. Thus carbon-carbon bond-breaking ís involved in the siow scep

of this reaction.

The kinetics of the decarboxyration of mesítoic acid

(2r4,6-t,rímethylbenzoic acid) in solutions of 82-100 % sulfuric acíd have

been investígated by schubert (32) over the temperatuïe range 50-90oc.

on the basis of his investigation, schubert proposed the following

k.,
HOOC-CH2-COOH 

'-* 
HOOC-CH3

HOOC-C,!.H2-COOH 
N, 

' HOOC-C'"
k. 

^'3

HOOC-CH2-C:kOOH 
;- 

HoOC-CH3
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TABLE ]

A summary of the carbon Kinetic rsotope Effects observed in the

Decarboxylations of Malonic-1-C:k Acids in the Melt

RATIO

kL/2k3

k4/k3

ISOTOPE

l3

13

L4

13

13

13

13

13

13

13

T4

T4

L4

TEMP. (oc)

L37

L54

138

138

138

L37

L40

t40

153

r40

L40

100(k/þ:'r - 1¡

3.7 +.2
?/,

6.4

)^

z.o

11

t.o

)9,

)o)

? qq

6

t
t
t
t
I
t

t
1

t
t

.l

.4

)

.1

.2

.u/

.09

)

.+o

.24

REF.

(4)

Q3)

(31 )

(4)

Q2)

\¿¿)

(43)

(44)

(48)

(+01

(30)

(+o¡

(18 )
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TABLE ]I]

A Summary of the Lnter- and Intramolecular Carbon Kinetic Isotope

Effects 0bserved in the Decarboxylations of

Malonic Acid and Lts Monoanion in Varíous So1utíons

SOLUTION

Malonic acíd
in 80% H9SO/,

Maloníc acid
in quinoline

RATIO ISOTOPE

kL/2k3 IJ

kL/2k3 13

1- t1.

k4/k3 L4

TEMP. (oc)

.fo

79

100

L29

34

59

79

99

118

86

100

110

L23

138

B5

YJ

105

115

r25

13s

100(k/k* - r)

^ -/J. to

3. 48

I ln

5 .67

/, o/,

4.38

4.09

3.79

4.45

4.10

3.73

3. 56

a 11

8.5

8.1

7.0

6.5

6.0

l3

REF.

(45)

(46)

( /,-7 \

(18)



SOLUT]ON

Malonic acíd
in dioxane

Monoanion
in quinolíne

Not,e: The errors

+

RATIO ISOTOPE

kJ2k3 13

1. 11.
N,/,/ Nì 13

K. I ¿K^-L' J t3

k, /k-+J 13

in the values

0.1 and + 0.2
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TABLE ITT (conttd)

.FE-MD lrO¡\rl4¡r . \ v/

40.3

50.3

ou. z

tl

80.4

BB.8

oq1

xv 1

99.s

109.6

LL9.9

L28.6

139. s

100 (k/k:k - 1) REF.

3.82

3 .58

?'Q

??n

? ??

3. 16

2.80

2.62

t)1

3.91

3.77

3.68

?ra

\J¿ )

()J/

(s0)

( s1)

67 .5

79

9B

119

IY

89. 5

L02.5

115. 5

138

of 100(k/k:'. - 1)

, respectively.

TOT U ANCI
1l!C-' were



mechanism for the reaction.

/^l I

vl l?
I/A\l( )l * t_l¡o*

cH¡^\lÅcH,"T

ntt + I
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FAST \
EST

.rt-\* r2\J
t/-l I\/¡ 13

COOH -oH

r- t)
Yr 13

+- I- L-J\-ll3

H.O* CO,
"c-oH

Bothner-By and Bigeleisen (8) measured the carboxyl-C13 kinetic

isotope effect. for the decarboxylation of natural mesítoic acid in 86 %

sulfuric acid solution, at 6L.2oc and at 92.0oc. stevens et. al (33) have

simultaneously measured the cl3 and C14 ísotope effects under ¡he same

conditions, using a sample of mesitoic acid with 0.8 % C14 in the carboxyl

group. Below is a surmnary of the results of boËh sets of workers.

TEMP. (OC) ISOTOPE

l)o"
+

I tto*
V

100(k/k:'. - r) REF.

3.8 + .1 (33)

3.7+.3 (8)6L.2 + .L Cl3

o.,.ì r r ^13tL.V | .I U

60 + .5 CL4

c13

a^

ln 1 -L q

(8)

(33)

These results indicate that carboxyl-carbon bond-breaking occurs

in the slow step of the decarboxylaËion, in agreement wilh Schubertts

proposed mechanísm.
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Kinetíc investigatÍons by Verhoek have

boxylations of sodium trichloroacetate in r,^rater

trínitrobenzoate in ethanoi (36) both proceed by

Èhe unimolecular decomposit.ion of the acid anion

breaking occurring in Lhe slow step.

indicated that the decar-

(35) an¿ sodium 2,4,6-

the same mechanism -

wit.h carbon-carbon bond-

R-C00--------->R+C0" (slow)

This mechanism predÍcts t.hat a carboxyl-carbon kinetic ísotope

effect should be observed in both reactions. Usíng natural samples of

the reactants, carboxyl-Cl3 isotope effects of 3.38 + .07 % and 3.26 +.08 %

have been observed in the decarboxylations of sodíum tríchloroacetate in

\^rater at 70.4oC (5) and sodium trinitrobenzoate in 90 % ethanol at 50oC

(28). Thus, the mechanism of Verhoek seems acceptable.

Stevens et al (34) have investÍgated the kinetícs of the thermal,

aqueous, and acid-catalysed decarboxylatíons of anthranilic acíd. These

workers suggested that Ëhe reactíon occurs by a mechanism involving proton

attack on the x-carbon (i.e. the ring carbon to which the carboxyl group

is attached). The absence of a carboxyl-C13 kinetíc isotope effect (34)

led to the conclusion t.hat the rate determining step \^ras the formation

of the bond beLween the proton and the c(-carbon. This step would then

be followed by rapid carbon-carbon bond-breaking and no isotope effecË

would be observed.

Zlotowski and Zíelinski (55) have measured the carboxyl-ç14

kinetic isotope effect in the decarboxylatÍon of pÍcolinic acid in the

melt, and Ín solution in quinoline, phenol, hydroquinone, o-cresol, and

o-nítrophenol at. various temperaEures (155-200oC). The results are

summarized on page 30.

Assuming thaL the reaction in the melt proceeds by way of a

species containing Ëhe -C00- group (such as the zwítteríon form of the

acid) theoretical calculatíons of the ísotope effect were made for several
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100 (k/k:'r - 1) ar l56oC at 185oCMEDIUM

MeIt

Quíno I ine

Phenol

o-Cresol

Hydroquinone

o-Nitrophenol

4./

/,Q

5.8

4.6

4.7

q, /,

5.4

5.6

possible models of the activated complex. The best agreement between

theory and experiment was found for a model of the activated complex Ín

which the carbon-carbon bond is considerably weakened (but not broken)

and the carbon-oxygen bonds of the carboxylate group are essentially

,,-^1-^*^^lurru!!é¿¡Hsu.

As quínoline shows no measurable influence on Ëhe isotope

effect, it seems that the intramolecular interaction beËween the carboxyl

hydrogen atom and the pyridine nitrogen is much stronger than the inter-

molecular ínteracÈ,íon between the carboxyl hydrogen and the quinoline

nitrogen" The measurable effects of the phenolíc solvents (except

o-nitrophenol, where the hydroxyl hydrogen forms a bridge to one of the

oxygen atoms of the nÍtro group) indicates a relatively strong inter-

action beLween the phenolic -0H group and the picolinic acid molecule,

leading probably to the formation of a hydrogen bridge linking the two

molecules together.

Zielinski (S4) has measured the carboxyl-ç13 and -Ol8 isotope

effects in the decarboxylation of quinaldic acid in the melt over a

range of temperatures (14f-lBloC). The observed carbon isotope effects

r¿ere in the range 1.04-1.13 (+ "06) %, and the oxygen ísotope effects

were in the range.03-.23 (+.04) %. The interpretation of these results

has been postponed pending vibratÍonal analysis of the quinaldic acid

molecule.
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I^Iood ( 41) has observed 
" C13 kínetic isotope ef f ect of

4.48 + .4 % ín the decarboxylation of oxaloacetic acid in aqueous

solutions at 25oC. He points out Ëhat this effect is in agreement with

the mechanism which had been previously proposed for thís reaction by

Pedersen (27) - i.e. in the decomposition of p-keto carboxylic acids,

the keto-form of the acid (or íts anÍon) decomposes spontaneously into

CO2 and an enol (or enolate anion), which by a consecutive reaction is

transformed into the stable ketone. The mechanism for rhe decomposition

of oxaloacet.ic acid ís then

o
H00c-c 0-\/îUîvrr^-u¿\

U

o
HOOC- C

CH^
z

(r)

( slow)-

-

(slow)

--_j>

0-
HOOC-i +

cTl-"2
I
I

Hro | (fast)-\t
OH

HOOC-i +
n\1
VrIô z

I

4l
v

0
HOOC- C

^11
1

coz

coz
H

0
-C

0

Goldstein and Thayer have investigated the mechanism of the

decarboxylation of the maleic anhydrÍde adduct (rr) or ct-pyrone (r).

First order kinetícs were observed for the reacËion in dimethyl phthalat.e

solution ( 16).

$
6o

tt

+

tl\ o'zìgU*, (tr)

¿t
H +CO,

O'(o )oo
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These workers have also measured (tZ) the C13 isotope effect

for Lhe carbon atom in positÍon 4, and the 018 isotope effect. for the

oxygen atom in posÍtíon 3. Using natural samples of the reacLants in

dimethyl phthalate solution aË 130.2oC, effects of 3.03 + .25 % fox

carbon and 1.39 + .L9 % for oxygen T¡/ere observed. An attempt was then

made to deËermine whet.her the 1-4 and 2-3 bonds were broken simultan-

eously, or in a stepwíse manner. Both approximate and exact theoretical

calculations \^Iere carried out for various models of the activated complex.

Lt was concluded LhaË the observed isotope effects require that the

carbon-carbon (1-4) bond be effectively broken in the actívated state,

whereas the carbon-oxygen (2-3) bond remains essentially intact, and the

carbonyl carbon-oxygen (4-5) bond is somewhaË strengthened.

Lynn and Bourns (24) have reported a sLudy on Lhe mechanism of

the decarboxylatíon of. 2,4-díhydroxybenzoic acid in aqueous solutions.

The kínetÍc evidence indicaÈ,es a bimolecular mechanism (24) involving

electrophilic attack of a proËon on the ot-carbon. i,fil1i has established

(38, 39) that proton transfer occurs in a rate-determining step and he

has proposed (39) Lhe following mechanism for Lhe reacËion.

Ar-COO- + HA

-LH-Ar' -C00

(slow), u-erf-COo- + A-
/F^^È\\r4ÞLl> H-Ar + coz

However, a concerted mechanism (in which carbon-carbon bond-breaking and

carbon-hydrogen bond-making occur simultaneously) cannot be completely

exc lude d.

Using natural samples of the acid, Lynn and Bourns (24) observed

a carboxyl-Cl3 isotope effect of 0.60 + . 05 % at 85oC for the reacríon in

aqueous perchloric acid solutions of varying concentraËions (.OOZ-.01 M).

The magnitude of this isotope effect is about five to seven times smaller

than those previously observed in reactions in which the carbon-carbon

bond-breaking occurs in the rate-determining sËep. l¡Ihile Ëhis ís in
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agreement \^líth i^Iillits mechanism, it could also be argued to be in favor

of the concerted mechanÍsm for Ëhe case in which the C-C bond has been

only slightly altered after the reactant has passed into the activated

staËe.

Lynn and Bourns (24) solved the problem by measuring the

carboxyl-c13 isotope effect for the decarboxylation in acetic acid -

sodíum acetate buffer solutions of different concentrations. In the oH

range used (4.50-5.32) the acÍd Ís essentially ionized and the rwo

possible reaction mechanisms can be written as fo1lows.

(a) The concerted mechanism

Ar-coo- + HA k , [H-er+-coo-] -------> H-Ar + coz

I

(b) The stepwise mechanism

Ar-C00- + HA H-ArÏ-COO- + A-

u-er*-coo- -i¿- H-Ar + co
Ẑ

Tf the sËepwise mechanism were the correct one, then an íncrease

in the concentration of A- would increase the rate of decomposition of the

inÈermediate to reacËanLs. rn the limiting case, a large arnount of A-

would cause the decompositÍon of intermediate to produc¡s to become at
least partially rate-determining. As carbon-carbon bond-breaking is
involved in this step, we would expect to find a carboxyl-cl3 isotope

effect which increases wíth an Íncrease in the concentration of A-.

If the concerted mechanism were the correct one, then the con-

centration of A- should have no effect on Ëhe magnitude of the isotope

effect.

k1
>----------)s-il-

n2

The results of Lynn and Bourns (24) are summarized on page 34.
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pH CH3C00H CH3COONa 100(k7¡;c - 11

4.50 .10

5.15 .05

.067

r.00

W.J | .I

la-L 1

Thus, iL is experimentally observed that Lhe ísotope effect

increases with the concentration of A-, and the stepwise mechanism ís

índicated.

This trvariable isotope effecËt test for the existence of a

reaction intermediate has also been used to establish Ëhe existence of an

intermediate in the bromodecarboxylation of 3r5-dibromo-4-hydroxybenzoÍc

acíd (19) and in other organic reactions (56).
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PURPOSES OF THE PRESENT INVESTIGATTON

(A) The Decarboxylation of 4-MerhylsalÍcylic Acid in Quinoline

Rodewald (29) has measured the rates of decarboxylation of a

series of. 4- and 5- substiLuted salicylic acÍds in quinoline solution

over a temperaËure range of 60oC. HÍs observations and conclusions can be

summarized as follows.

(1) The reactÍon in quinoline is first order with respect to Ëhe

concentration of the acíd.

(2) hihile 4-methylsalicylÍc acíd does not decarboxylate in nitro-

benzene solutíon, the reaction does proceed Ín mixtures of quinoline and

nÍtrobenzene. The effecË of quinoline concentration on the rate of
decarboxylation is shown in Figure 3. For quinoline concentrat.ions up to

.03 molar, it was observed that, the reaction is first order wÍth respect

to the concentration of quinoline. Thus quínoline is involved in the

reaction prior to, or in the raËe-determining step.

FÍgure 3 shows that as the quinolíne concentration increases,

the raÈe of the reaction íncreases untíl a maximum is reached at a

quinoline corlcentraËion of about .25 mo1ar, after which the raLe decreases.

The shape of this curve suggests that the catalytic effect of increasing

the quinoline concentration Ís opposed by some other retarding factor.
Rodewald suggests that. this effect is probably due to the decrease in the

dielectric constant of the medium as the quinolíne concenËration Íncreases.

(3) As quinoline is involved prior Lo or in the rate-determÍníng

step of the reaction, Rodewald determined what effect a change in the

electron densíËy on Ehe N-atom of quínoline would have on the rate of the

reactíon. It was found t,hat subsÈituents on quÍnoline which increased the

electron density on Ëhe nitrogen atom enhanced the rate of decarboxyration.

ft was shown that this rnras not a dielectric effect.



FTGURE 3: The effect of quinoLine concentration upon Ëhe rate of
decarboxylation of 4-meLhylsalicylíc acid in quinoline-
níEr obenzene solutions "
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F IGURE 3

CONCENTRATION OF OiJINOLINE IN NITROBENZENE (MOLES /LITER)

o

I
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(4) Application of the Hanrnett equation and its extensions leads

to the conclusion thaË o-H bond-breakíng in the cooH group and ( c(_c)_H

bond-making are involved prior to or in the rat.e-determining step.

(5) The possibitity that the reaction occurred by a free radical
mechanism was eliminated.

Any mechanísm proposed for the decarboxylation of salicylic
acids ín quínolíne would have to account for all of the above evídence.

Rodewald has proposed the following mechanism for the reactíon.

rv̂Å

k2

-__-><-
k1

5 +

CO,

N
oo

N
I

H

COOH

OH

coo-

OH OH

This mechanism is consistent with all of the experimenLal facËs.

The mechanism predicts the observed pseudo first order kineËics

for the reaction in quinoline solution, and also predicts that o-H bond-

breaking and c-H bond-making are involved prÍor to, or in the raËe-

determining step.

The mechanism can also explain the variation in the rate of
decarboxylation of 4-methylsalicylic acid in quinoline-niËrobenzene

mixtures. The rate of the reaction is deLermined by Lhe concentraÈion of
ion pairs and theÍr rate of decomposition. As nitrobenzene is more polar
than quinoline, we would expect that ion pair formation would be favored

in solutions of low quinoline concentration and the rate of reaction

should be greater than in pure quinoline. As t.he concentraËion of
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quinoline is increased, however, t\n/o opposing effects come into play.

The added quinoline will tend to shift the ion pair formation to the

right, but wÍll also tend to decrease the dielectric constant of the

medium, thus retarding íon pair formation. These tr^ro opposing effect,s

would explain the shape of the curve in Figure 3. The addition of

quinoline up to a concentration of about .25 þ1 would favor Ëhe formatíon

of ion pairs; fùrther addition of quinoline resulLs in the dielectric

effect predominating.

As Ëhe electron density on the quÍnoline nitrogen atom increases,

the equÍlibrium formation of íon pairs shífts Eo the right while the rate

of C-H bond-making ís decreased. If the former effect is more importanL,

then the proposed mechanism can account for the observed increase in rate

wíth the increase in the electron density of the quinoline nitrogen atom.

Thus, a possible mechanism for this reacËion Ínvolves Ëhe

equilibrium formatíon of ion pairs, followed by a rate-determining step

in which the quinolínium ion proËonates the o(-carbon of the acid anion

and C-H bond-making and C-C bond-breaking occur in a concerted manner.

Anot.her possible mechanism for this reaction, proposed by

Bourns (9), involves the equilibrium format,ion of ion pairs, followed by

protonatíon of the c(-carbon of the acíd anion by quinolinium ion, to form

a reaction inËermediate, whích can decompose either to products or Lo an

ion pair. This ttstepwiserr mechanísm is given on page 39.

Tbe two mechanisms differ ín the st.atus of the species Z. In

the concerted mechanísm, Z ís an actívaLed complex while in the sfenr^riqe

mechanísm, it is a reaction inËermediate.

The present problem is, t.herefore, to decide which of these two

mechanisms is the correct one. The problem may be solved by measuring the

carboxyl-Cl3 kinetic isotope effect for this reaction. This problem is

very símilar to Ëhe one reported by Lynn and Bourns (24). which has
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K\
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OH

k,,-+<Ç
Noo

H
CCO-

Q)

coo- k3

-->
OH

CO,

already been discussed. In both cases, eíther a concerLed or a stepwise

mechanism is possible. As in the previous case, the measurement of the

Ísotope effect in this reaction under any given conditions will not lead

Ëo any definite conclusion as to which mechanÍsm is the correct one.

Should an isotope effect be observed in this reaction, then the concerËed

mechanism merely requires that there be appreciable C-C bond-breaking in

the actívaËed complex, while the sLepwise mechanísm would require that the

decomposition of Z to products (wiLh C-C bond-breaking) must be the raLe-

determining step. rf no isotope effect is observed, the concerËed

mechanísm merely requires that C-C bond-breaking is not. appreciable in

the activated complex, whereas the stepwise mechanism would require Ëhat

the formation of Z is rate-determining. However, the two mechanísms do

gíve rise to dÍfferent predictions as to the variatíon of the magnítude of

the kineËic isotope effect with the variation in the concentration of

quinol ine.

If the sËepwíse mechanism were the correcË one, then we would

predicË t.hat in solutions of very low quinoline concentralion, Ëhe

formation of ion pairs, and therefore of. Z, should be at least partially

COOH

OH

H
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rate-determíning. Therefore, we would expect to observe a small (if any)

isotope effecË under t,hese condítíons. As the quinoline concentration is

Íncreased, the rate of decomposítion of Z Eo i-orr pairs would also be

increased. ln the limiting case of pure quinolíne solvent, we would

expecE that. t.he rate of decomposítion of Z to products should become at

least partially raËe-determinÍng and r¡re would expect an ísotope effect

larger than that observed in solutions of very low quinoline concentraËion.

Thus, the stepwise mechanism would predict Ehat the magnitude of the

kínetic isoÈope effect should increase wit.h an increase in quinoline

concenËration.

If Lhe concerLed mechanÍsm were Ëhe correct one, Lhen any

observed isotope effect would be due to the exLent of C-C bond-breaking

achieved in the activated complex formed in the decomposition of an ion

pair. As the quinolíne concentration cannot affect t.he extent of C-C

bond-breaking, we would expect that the quinolÍne concentration would

have no effect on the magnitude of the observed isoEope effect.

Thus a measurement of the carboxyl-ç13 kinetic ísotope effect

in the decarboxylation of 4-methylsalícylic acid in both pure quinoline

and a quinoline-niLrobenzene soluËion of very 1ow quinoline content,

should seËt1e the problem.
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The rate of decarboxylation of 4-methoxyanthranÍ1ic acíd in

aqueous solutions is of first order with respect ot Ëhe concentration of

the acid. Dunn, Legatte and Scheffler (11) have measured the rates of

decarboxylaLion of this acid in buffer solutions of dífferent pH (from

-.3 to 4) and consrant ionic strength (0.50) at 60oc. The observed

dependence of the rate consËant (k) upon pH is shown graphÍcally in
Figure 4. Examination of this curve shows that k is a maximum at a pH

of abouË 1.1-1.4, and decreases at both higher and lower pH values.

Any mechanism proposed for this reacËion must explaín the shape of the

curve Ín Figure 4 and the value of the pH at the maximum value of k.

Bjerrum (7) has proposed that in aqueous solutions of amino

acids, four organic specíes are Ín equilibrium \^ríth hydronÍum ion. These

species, referred to as the Bjerrum species, can be represented by

HOOC-Ar-NH3+ (abbrevíared HZe+), HooC-Ar-NH2 (HA), -oOC-Ar-NH3+ G), and

-00c-Ar-NH2 (A-). The equilibria are shom in equaËíon (1g), wÍLh rhe

hydronium ions omitted.

HA

A-

IË is possible that

more) of the Bjerrum species.

Ëhe pH dependence of the rate

of any combination of Bjerrum

boxylation musL take place via

Bjerrum system.

Z ....(r8)
the reacËíon takes place by way of one (or

However, Dunn et al (11) have shovm t.hat

constant cannot be accounted for by reaction

species, and it was concluded that decar_

some intermediate whích ís not part of the

Decarboxylat,ion of 4-MeLhoxyanthranilÍc Acid in Agueous solutÍons

Dunn eË al have proposed a mechanism for the reactíon in which



FIGURE 4: The observed pH dependence of the rate constant (k) for
the decarboxylation of 4-methoxyanthranilíc acid in solutions
of ionic strensth 0"5 at 60oC.
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FIGURE 4
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Èhe non-Bjerrum íntermediaËes HrA'kr HA:k and HZrc are formed by protonaËion

of the c(-carbon of HA, L- and z, respectívely. The proËonation of HrA+ to

form HrA:k can be ignored as this would lead to an increase in Ëhe rate at

low pH. This mechanísm ís shown in equation (19) on page 44.

Assumíng that all three non-Bjerrum intermediates decarboxylaLe,

the following expression has been deríved (1t) ror the raËe of decar-

boxylation, v.

k:k +

-LH' + N

. (20)

.... (21)

...-Q2)

t4
and (22).

ð+
-f

.fl

IÐ much greater than the raËe of

Ntc1"f (kïAKB/K' + kzKAlKr) þll[r.,* + (r.+7r.* + k+7r<o,r¡ ttr.]l
+ k_HA)/*Cr' * (r<f + k_z)/KD* t'lk_e + {,u*

üihere t^,] : t*] +

and K, and K, are defÍned in equarions (2L)

,K]
"2o- E-

K?
N

If the raË,e of decarboxylation

deproLonation for. a11 three intermediates, or if Ëhe rate of deprotona¡ion

is much greater than the rate of decarboxylatíon for all Ëhree, equation

(20) reduces Lo a form which does not fit the experimenËal daËa. Thus

neither of these condítions actually exists.

fn íts present form, equation (ZO) does not fit the experimental
T,1data as the Lt*J' terms in the numeraËor prevenE the rate from becoming

small at low pH. For the raLe Ëo be smal1 at low pH we require that

either

(a) kHA: kZ: O, in which case equations (19) and (20) reduce to

equations (23) and (24), respectively.

or (b) f : ¡t : 6, in which case equarions (19) and (20) reduce ro

equations (25) and (20¡, respecrively.

Equarions (23) to (26) are given on page 45.
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NHt
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NH;

coo-

NH;

NH;
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1l
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tllv
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1l
k-A I ln^[t]

IJ
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1l
I ln"^

IJ

z*)

I

ln*

J

(H(HA-)

l-.
I

k-Ho tr'1

( H2A- )

I

lk.

I

. . . (19)

NHt
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""\/-o)

Therefore, if equatíon (19) represenLs the general mechanism

of this reacLion, one or both of H2Ark and HZ:k must participate, but

eíËher they are not formed by direct protonation of llA and z or they

do not decarboxylate. Thus the present problem is to determine whether

the reaction proceeds by mechanism (Z¡) or by mechanism (25). The

problem may be solved by measuring the carboxyl-cl3 kinetíc isocope

effect in this reaction.

[r'r] r.'* lr.or<, + kzKAlKl) i"lJ
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Equations (24) and (26) are both of the general form

u + bh+-l r.--lv 
-.ff 

tNl
c + d[HTl

where a, b, c and d are constants.

. l--+l
^ b alb + lfi'l r r:---rirr¡oo ' dc/d+ trlL"r ....(27)

The ratios a/b, b/d and cld have been evaluated (ff), substitution of

the values of these ratios in the above equation gives

^ ^^1 l-"+lv : 0.00s06 î5 [*]o.zos + LHI ....(28)
If the pH of rhe soluríon is grearer rhan 4 (i.e. Lnl..000l N),

Lhe [Hl t"r*r in equation (28) become negligable and equation (27) reduces

to

For equations (24) and (26).

k:i-K,r K.
\i:^tl-r'l ¡:k -¡ ft_O Lr\J ....e0¡

Therefore, at any pH greatet than 4, both mechanisms obey

equation (ZO¡. As Lhis equation contains k:k (a rate of carbon-carbon

bond rupture), we would predíct that t.here will be an isotope effect

unless k'"- > ) k-A , as this r^¡ould result in the disappearance of k:k

from equation (29).

As we cannot predíct the relatÍve magnítudes of kJ. and k_O in

mechanism (25), the existence or absence of a kÍnetic isotope effect

could be accommodated bv thÍs mechanism.

However, for mechanism (23),

alb ut, 
| , ,'k_¡eKto + k_zKc'k \

c/d -',. . t.-^ [1 
* 67: o'ool8

As the value of the term in parentheses must be greater than one,

þt:/(þtc + k-A) must be much less than one and, therefore, we must have

k:k < <k n .

v : (a/ c) [*]
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Thus if the reaction actually proceeds via mechanism (23), we

would predict thaL an isotope effect would be observed when pH > 4.

If Ëhe pH of the reaction solution is -.3 or less, then we can

see from equation (28) that tlne a/b and c/d terms are negligible compared

to the ftrl t"r*r. Thus, equarion (27) reduces ro

v : (n/a) [u]
Substituting for b and d from equarions (24) and (26), we arrive aË

equations (30) an¿ (31), respecr,ively.

[u]r.or, (k+/t<.''. * t*7ro''. ¡
v

(L+ + k_*)/*.'. * (to* + k_ù /R;:, ....(30)
f--.]

LNJ k'. (kruiKB/Kl + kZKA/ KL)
v : .... (31)

As equation (30) contains k* and ¡f luoth of i^rhich refer to a step

ínvolving carbon-carbon bond-breaking), we would predict that a kinetic

isotope effect should be observed íf mechanÍsm (23) is operative, unless
,+ .+k'

condition cannot exíst as equation (20) - and therefore also equation

Q4) - would reduce to a form which would not fit the data.

Thus, mechanism (23) preaicts that a kinetíc isoLope effect

would be observed at a pH of -.3 or less.

As k:k ís found in equation (31), mechanism (25) would also

predíct that a kinetic isotope effect would be observed at a pH of -.3

or less.

In surnrnary then, mechanism (23) requires a kinetic isotope effect

at both low and high pH values: mechanism (25) requires an isotope effect

at a low pH value but can accommodate an effect or none at a hígh pH.
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EXPER]MENTAI

MATERTALS

Quinoline (synthetic, Matheson Coleman and Be11) was dried over Drierite

(anhydrous CaS04) and then distilled under vacuum. The fraction boiling

from 105-106oC at 25 mm. was collected and stored in the dark over BaO

(Barium and ChemÍcals, Inc.)

Nitrobenzene (¡'isher) was dried over Drierite and then fract.ionated on a

28 cm. VÍgreux column. The fraction collected over the range 2OB-209oC

(at 739 nrn.) was stored in the dark over Drieríte.

4-Methylsalicylic acid was synthesized according to the directions of

Rodewald (29). The product had a melting point of 176.5-178.1oC l-tit"r-

aËure values : L76oC (26), I77oC (39)] .

4-Methoxyanthranilic acid was synthesized according to the method of

Legatte and Dunn (21). The producË had a meltíng poínt of 180.9-l8l.7oC

fliterature value, 180-181oC (21)] .

Buffer Solutions

2 N HCI: Prepared by dilution of 12 N HCl. rhis buffer had a

pH of -.3

HCl-KCl: This buffer vras prepared by mixing 139.4 ml. of

0.557 N HCl witt, 782.5 ml. of 0.540 N KCl and dÍluËing rhe resulting

solution Lo one lÍter. This buffer was of ionic strengLh 0.5 and had a

pH of 1.3

Formate: This buffer was prepared by mixing 500 ml. of a

solution which was 0.45 N KCl and 0.05 N sodium formate. with 32.15 mL.

of another solution which was 0.45 N KCI and 0.20 N HCl. The resultins

solutÍon had a pH of 4.0 and íonic strength of 0.5
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APPARATUS

Apparatus used in the Decarboxylations of 4-Methylsalicylíc Acid

The reaction traín is shown in Figure 5. The nitrogen sweep

gas hras purified by passing it through two anhydrone U-tubes (A) an¿

one ascarite u-tube (s) to remove r.^iater and cor, respectively. The

three-way stopcock r. would permit the nítrogen gas to sweep through

eíther arm rrarr (through the reactíon vesser (D), Lhe condenser (E) an¿

stopcock rr), or arm trbrr (bypassing D and E). The thermostat (c)

consisted of a two liËer round-bottom flask with an attached condenser.

About 350 ml. of liguid in c were brought ro a gentle reflux by heating

with an electric heating mantle. The reactÍon vessel (D) was thus

baËhed in the hot vapors of the liquid and maintained at a constant

temperaturu (t .5oc). Nitrobenzene and ethylene glycol were used to

attain reaction Lemperatures of 208oc and l95oc, respectively. Temper-

atures T¡Iere measured using an iron-constantan thermocouple with the hot

junction ín the glass well of the reaction vessel and the cold junction

in an ice-water bath (J). The difference of potentíal between the two

junctions \^las measured with a potentiometer (K). The reaction vessel (D)

ís shown enlarged in Figure 6. The condenser (E), contaíning a coil

rather than a straÍght tube, trapped the vapors of quinoline, nitrobenzene

and meta-cresol whích escaped from the reaction vessel duríng Ëhe run.

The n-butylphthalate bubbler (F) served as a vísual check of the nÍtrogen

flow rate and also removed traces of organic vapors. The trap (c) was

ímmersed in a dry ice-acetone bath (H) an¿ removed any remaining impur-

ities. The exit arm of G was ecrrìnned uriih a 10/30 ground glass outer

j oint.

Apparatus Used in the Decarboxylat.ions of 4-Methoxyanthranilic Acid

The reaction vessel (L) is shown in Figure 7. It consisted of

eíLher a 250 or a 500 ml. round-bottom flask, with a 24/40 ground glass



FIGURE 5: The apparatus used in the decarboxylations of
4-methvlsalicvlic acid.
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F IGURE 5
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FIGURE 7: The apparatus used in Lhe decarboxylations of
4-meËhoxvanthranilic acid.
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joint and the accompanying fitting with the same glass joÍnt and the two

three-way stopcocks III and IV. A nit.rogen svieep was used to collect the

c02 produced in the reactíon. The nitrogen gas was purified by passing

ít through the U-tubes A and B (shovm in Fígure 5) and the flow of rhe

purified gas i¡/as controlled with the three-!üay stopcock I. The bubbler

(M), conLaining concenLrated H2SO¡, served as a visual check of the

nitrogen flow rate and also removed water vapor from the N2-C02 mixture.

The trap (G), immersed in the dry ice-acetone bath (H), vras the same as

in Figure 5 and served Lo remove any remaining Ímpuríties. The reaction

temperaËure (60 + .5oc) was obtained by immersing the vessel (L) up to

Èhe neck of the flask in a vigorously sÈirred oÍ1 bath maintained at

6ooc.

The High Vacuum System

The high vacuum system shornm schematically in FÍgure 8 was used

Lo collect and purify Lhe CO, produced in the decarboxylation reactions,

and also to measure Ëhe number of moles of COr. The high vacuum, tinro-viay

stopcocks (V - XIT) inrere greased with either Apíezon trMrr or Dow Corning

Silicone sËopcock grease. A rotary oi1 pump and a mercury diffusíon pump

were used to attaín the high vacuum. The system was of a conventional

design and the only parts requiring any specíal descriptiorr are those

labelled R, Q, and hi.

trrl permitt.ed mercury to be admítted to, and removed from the

u-bend in the glass Lubing between R and Q. rt consisted of a mercury

reservoir connected by capillary tubíng to the bottom of the u-bend

between R and Q. In the mercury reservoir \^ras a glass rod, the lower end

of which T¡Ias ground glass. This rod was seated in a ground glass base at

the mouth of the capíllary tubing and ít was held in place by a piece of

rubber Ëubing streËched over the upper end of the rod and the neck of Ëhe

reservoir. Above the mercury level ín the reservoir was attached



FIGURE 8: The high vacuum system.
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a three-!'iay stopcock (XIII); one arm r^ras connected to a (low) vacuum line

and the other \¡ras open to the aËmosphere. üiith Qunder high vacuum, vrl

was closed and XIII turned so that the vacuum lÍne was blocked and the

reservoir open t.o the atmosphere. By raísing the glass rod ín the reser-

voir, mercury was allowed to flow through the capíllary and into the

U-bend at a slow and controllable rate. Releasing the glass rod sealed

off the reservoir, and the flow of mercury ceased. By turning xrrr so

that the reservoir was connected to the vacuum line, raising the glass rod

allowed the mercury to flow back ínto the reservoir. To remove all the

mercury from the u-bend, the length of the capillary should be at least

20 cm., as t.he vacuum line provides a vacuum of only about 40 nm. and the

mercury level in the capÍllary will remain at least this height above the

level of mercury in the reservoir.

R is a mercury float valve. It consisted of a metal bar encased

in a glass tube, the upper end of which r^ias ground glass. The lower end

of the glass tube rested on a constriction in the tubíng. If the mercury

in the U-bend rose past the constriction where R was resting, the glass-

encased rod floaLed up to a ground glass constríctíon above. Thus, the

float valve sealed off the tubing and prevented mercury from getting

Ëhrough VII and into the rest of the vacuum system.

Q was a glass bulb with a capacíty of about 25 mI.

PROCEDURE

CollecLíon and Purification of CO2

(A) 4-Methylsalicylic Acid

The reaction train T¡ras assembled as shown in Fígure 5,

that trap G was not yet immersed in rhe bath H. The exit arm of

attached to the vacuum system at T. stopcocks vr. and vrr of the

sysËem were closed and all of vrrr to Xrr were open. The bubbler

except

G was

vacuum

(Y) rus
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attached at g Ëo the vacuum sysLem at U. The rÍght hand bulb of y contained

concentrated HTSOO, and served as a visual check of the flow rat.e of the

effluent nitrogen. After this system was assembled, the flow of nitrogen

was begun, and I and fI were turned so that the nitrogen flowed through

arms a and b simultaneously. The entÍre system r^ias s\^rept with nitrogen

for 1-2 hours. Duríng thÍs time, the liquid ín the thermostaË \^7as brought

to a gentle reflux, and a sample of the acíd was weighed out. rn runs

Q-l and Q-2, .04 gram samples were weíghed into small glass trcupsn. In

the remaining runs, .37 gram samples were shaped Ínto pelreËs \^rith a

hydraulíc pellet press. After Ëhe nitrogen flushing, D and E were sepa-

rated and 10 ml. of solvent (quinoline, or quínoline and nitrobenzene)

were quickly added by syrínge Ëo D. Then D and E were quickly joined

again, and f was turned so that the nitrogen flowed only Ëhrough arm a.

The nítrogen flushing was continued for 15-30 minutes, allowing the

solvent to equilibrate with the thermostat. Then G was ímmersed in the

bath H, and traps N, o and p were inr¡nersed in liquid nit.rogen baths. r
\^ras turned so that the nitrogen flowed through arms a and b. Then D and

E were separaËed, the acid quickly dropped ínto D, and D and E were

Ímmediately rejoined. L and II were turned so Lhat the nitrogen flowed

only through arm a. Thus as the co, was produced, it was sviept out of D,

purified by passage through E, F and G, and. frozen out ín N, O and p.

After the desired time, I and II were turned so that t.he nitrogen flowed

only through arm b and the system was flushed for 10-20 minutes. Then

vrrr and xrr were closed, vr and vrr were opened, and the sysLem was

evacuated. After a high vacuum had been obtained, IX was closed and the

contents of O and P were transferred to N by removing the liquid nitrogen

baths from o and P. Then o and P were immersed in dry íce-acetone baths,

vr was closed, and rx opened. By moving the liquid nitrogen bath from

N to Q, the c02 in N was transferred to Q, and any impurities were Ërapped
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in O and P. Repeating thÍs process, the C0, \^ias passed through 0 and P a

total of eleven ti*"r(t). and th^ n,,riF,'a¿r /ìôLr¡rrço , srrs L,re purrtred UU2 ended up ín Q. After

closing VII , mercury T¡ras admitted to the U-bend between R and Q, and the

liquid nitrogen bath vias removed from Q. The purified CO, thus warmed to

room temperature and expanded against the mercury ín the U-bend.

(B) 4-MethoxyanthranÍlic Acíd

A sample of acíd was weighed into a small weighíng bottle (about

8 ml. capacity) and then dissolved in a minimum amount of 0.25 N NaOH.

The weíghíng bottle \^ras then dropped ínto the round-bottom flask (i,)

containing buffer solutíon. The acid at fÍrst precípitated, and then

redissolved upon swirling. After all the acid was díssolved. the bubbler

att.achment T¡Ias greased and connected to L. Arm a of I was connected to

c of III, and then III and IV r¡rere tuÍned from the positions shown ín

Figure 7 to the positions @ and @ , respectively, to permit nitrogen

flushing of the reaction vessel and its contents. After flushine for

30-40 minutes, III and IV \^rere Lurned to Q a"a @, respecËívely, to

seal the flask. and a and c r{ere disconnected. A low vacuum line was then

connected to e. The reaction vessel was partially evacuated by turning IV

to O, and then resealed as before. The flask (L) was then inrnersed in

the oí1 bath up to the neck, and shaken conËinuously for ten minutes.

After standing for the desired time, the vessel was removed from the oil

bath and cooled in an ice bath. Connections T¡rere made betweerr a and d.

b and f, and e and M. Bath H \^ras not yet in place. G was aLLached to

the vacuum system at T. Stopcocks VI and VII of the vacuum sysLem \^iere

closed and all of VIII to XII were open. The bubbler Y was attached at g

to Lhe vacuum system aË U. III and IV were both turnea to Q and I

turned so that nitrogen flowed through boEh arms a and b. The lines were

flushed for l-1.5 hours and then L was resealed as before. G v¡as immersed

(+) This procedure was used in the purifÍcation of all co, samples.
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in H, and N, 0 and P were Ímmersed in liquid nitrogen baths. I was t.urned

so that the nítrogen flowed only through a, and III and IV .h/ere turned to

@ ana @, respectively. The CO, in the vessel was thus s\^/ept ouL,

purified by passage through M and G, and frozen out in N, o and p. After

flushing for 1.5-2 hours, VIII and XII were closed and VI and VJT onenert-

The c0, \^ias treated in exactly the same manner as that produced from

4-methylsalicylic acid and was also stored in Q against a mercury column.

Measurement of the Amount of CO,

(1) Calibration of Bulb O

The volume of the bulb Z (shown in Figure 6) was accurately

determined by weíghing the bulb when evacuated and then when filled with

distilled viater at a known temperature. Knowing the density of the water,

the volume of Z was calculated and found to be Vr:58.14 + .03 ml. .

This bulb r¡las attached to the vacuum system at U. A lecture bottle of

c0, was attached at T with a short pÍece of reinforced, rubber vacuum

tubing. All stopcocks were opened and the system evacuated. After a high

vacuum had been obtained, XI was closed, N was innnersed in liquid nitrogen,

and a small amount of co, was trozen ínto N by opening the valve of the

c0, cylinder. Then xrr and vr. were closed, xr was opened, and after
purifícation t.he c0, was ftozen into z. After closíng TX, mercury \^7as

admitted to the U-bend bet¡¿een R and Q, and the CO, in Z was warmed to room

temperature, thus creating a difference in the mercury levels in the t\^ro

arms of the U-bend. The pressure of the CO, in Z (Pr) was then determined

by measuríng the difference in the mercury levels with a cathetomecer

which could be read to 0.1 rmn. . The stopcock on Z was closed, Vf was

opened, and the co, in the tubÍng was frozen into s. Then vr was closed,

and the COt ín Z transferred to Q after first removing the mercury in the

u-bend. The mercury was again admítted to the u-bend and the co, was

warmed to room temperature. The cathetometer was then used to measure
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the pressure (pr..') of the C0^ and also the position of the mercury meniscus.Y¿

Ín the ríght arm of the U-bend relative to a permanent mark on the glass

tubing. The position of the meniscus relatÍve to the mark (in cm. ) was

referred Ëo as ¡þs tt¡tr value of the meniscus. As all pressure measure-

ments \,/ere taken at the same temperature, r^ie have

where I7

uP

Vr: PrYTlPq

is the volume of bulb Q and the glass tubing up to the poinË x

to the mercury level).

From each value of Pq, one value of x and of VO were obtained.

As P¡ could be continuously varied by altering the amount of mercury inv

t.he U-bend, a series of corresponding x and VO values were obtained for

one sample of COr. This procedure was carried ouL Lhree.Limes with

different amounts of C0, (tQ = 50, 85 and 120 mm.) and a total of forty

corresponding x and VO values were obtained. These points are plotted in

Figure 9, where the verLical line through each point índicates the maxi-

mum probable error in VO. Usíng Lhe method of least squares, the points

were fitted to the following equation.

vQ : 30.67 + .3165x (+ 0.3 7")

This equation gives VO in milliliters. The error indicated is the root

mean square deviation.

(2) The purified COr, obLained from the decarboxylation reactíons, vras

left in Q until at room temperature. The amount of C0, collect.ed was then

determined by measuring several sets of PO and x values at temperature T.

The number of moles of C0, (n) in Q is then given by n : POVO/RT , where

VO is obtained from the above equation.

About 3.6 ml . of distilled T¡iater were placed in Z and then

f-rozen by cooling Z in a dry ice-acetone bath. With the vacuum system

under high vacuum, Z was attached at U while still irnrnersed ín the bath.

After closing VII and IX, VIII and Ehe stopcock on Z were opened. The



FIGURE 9: The calibraLion curve for bulb Q.
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ice was degassed in this manner for 30-60 minutes, and then z was sealed

and removed from u. The ice was thawed, refrozen and degassed again.

After degassÍng the ice for the third time, the known amount of co2 in

Q was frozen in|o z. z was then sealed, removed from u and warmed to
room temperature. The CO2-water mixture was shaken for twelve hours and

Èhen refrozen with dry ice and acelone. z was aLtached to the vacuum

system at U (while stíll in the dry ice_acetone bath). VII and IX were

closed and vrrr opened. After 30-60 minutes, vr was closed, N praced in
líquid nitrogen and rx opened. The co, ín z was Ehen frozen into N by

openÍng the stopcock on Z. After reseal Lng z, rx and vTrr were closed and

z was removed and warmed to room temperature. The contents of Z were then

teftozen and the process repeated twice more. After the third extraction,
the cOt was purifÍed. A sample tube (shovm in Figure 6) was attached at
u and evacuated for r2-rg hours. The purified co, was frozen into the
bulb with liquid nÍtrogen, and after closing vrrr, the sample Lube was

sealed at the constrictÍon. The co, samples thus prepared were saved for
mass specËrometric analysis.

The CO, samples were analyzed on a mass spect.rometer by

Mr' Jan Monster of McMaster universíty. He measured the relative heights
of the mass 44 and 45 peaks and reported the values or c137612 for each

sample of c0, after making a correcËion for the contribution o¡ çL2gL6gL7

to the mass 45 peak.
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RESULTS

(A) Decarboxylation of 4-Methylsalicylic Acid

The experimental detaíls of the runs are given in Table LV. The

extent of reactÍon (f) was calculated by dividing the number of millimoles

of C0, obtained by the number of millimoles of acid Ínitially present.

The kinetic ísoËope effect was evaluated by measurÍng the

ísotopic content of the CO, produced after a measured extent of reaction,

and was calculated from equation (17).

k loe(l - r)
k'k tog(t - fR.-ÉlR^) ....( L7)

theThe values of f were t.aken from Table rv. Ro and R*, were taken from
_ 1? 1'values of. c'-02/c"o2 gíven in Table v. These isotopic ratios were

obtained from the mass spectrometric analyses of the co, samples. Ro was

taken as rhe average value of cL3or/rt'o, for runs Q-l and e-2. R*, was

taken as the value of cL3or/r"o, given in Table v for each of runs e-3 to

Q-7. The kinetic isot.ope effect is given in the last column of Table V.

The experimental detaíls of the runs are given in Table vr.
From runs w-2 and hI-3 it is seen that only 98 % of. Lhe theoretical amount

of co, was obtained after compleËe decarboxylation of the acid. A

correction T¡Ias made to account for this, and the number of millimoles of

acid indicated in Table VI for the partial decarboxylations was calculated

from Ëhe following expression.

mmoles of acid (.9799) weÍght of sample
molecular weight of acid

The kinetic isotope effect was calculated using equation (17) an¿

values of f and cL3or/cL2o, in Tables vr and vrr. The ísotope effect
given in the last column of Table VII.

the

IÞ
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TABLE IV

A Summary of the ExperÍmental Details of the

Decarboxylations of 4-Methylsalicylic Acid

TEMP. REACTION mg. 0F MMOLES MMOLES
RUN SOLVENT (OC) TTME (M]N) ECTI OF ACTD OF CO? f

Q-f QuÍnoline 207.7 540 33.47 - .2142

Q-2 QuÍnoline 207.5 540 34.30 0.2256 .2236 .ggfi

Q-3 Quinolíne 207.7 9 367.33 z.4r5t .4937 .2044

Q-4 Quinoline L95.7 8 374.80 2.4648 .2300 .0933r

Q-5 Quinoline L95.7 B 359.32 2.3630 .1973 .08350

Q-6 .02 M quínoline L94.3 8 397.08 2.6113 .2t84 .08364in nitroberrzene

Q-7 .02 M quinoline L93,3 B 382.24 2.5L37 .t844 .07336ín nitrobenzene
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TABLE V

A Summary of the Data Used Ín Calculating the Kinetic Isotope

Effect ín the Decarboxylations of 4-Methylsalicylic Acíd

RUN rog(1 - f) cr3or/cLzo, R*f/Ro tog(t - fRxf/Ro) roo(k/k:r - 1)

Q-l 01068s

q-2 0L0692

Q-3 -.09931 .010487 .98110 - .097L8

Q-4 -.042s4 .0L0467 .97923 -.04L6L

q-5 -.03787 .0r047r .9796L -.03706

Q-6 -.03793 .010618 .99336 - .03767

Q- 7 - .03309 .oL06L2 .99280 - .03284

Note: Ro taken as .010689

2.19

2.24

, 10

0 .69

0.76
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TABLE VI

A Summary of the Experimental Details of Lhe

Decarboxylations of 4-Methoxyanthranilic Acid

RUN BUFFER
VOL.
(ml ) pH

REACTION mg. 0F
TIME (MrN) AC]D

MMOLES MMOLES
oF ACID 0F C02

w-2

w-3

I^I- 9

I^I- 10

i^i- 5

i^i- 6

I^I- 1 4

w-L2

i,[- 13

T¡n1 Wî1TIVI-I\UI

HCl-KC1

HCI

HCI

HCl -KC1

HCl -KC1

HC1 -KC1

Formate

Formate

2250

2355

BO

87

37 .78

40"51

349.32

350. 1B

350.07

350.24

354.24

322.4t

318.48

0.226L

0.2425

2.0487

2.0538

2.0s3L

2.054L

2.0776

1 .8909

r.8679

I00

100

200

200

200

200

225

1a

t.3

a

1.3

t<

1?

.2214 .9792

.2378 .9806

.L64r .08010

.1870 .0910s

.2458 .LL97

.207I .1008

.1898 .09136

.L544 .08165

.L579 .08453

2N

2N

20

18

L7

85

90
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TABLE VI]

A Summar of t.he Data !¡ed in Calculating t.he Kinetic Isotope

Effect in the Decarbo lqtlons of 4-Methoxyanthranilic Acid

RUN loe(i - r) cL3or/ cl2o, R*¡/R6 log(1 - fR*f/Ro) t 00 (k/k:t - 1 )

w-l

W-J

w-9

i^I- I 0

w-5

i^I- 6

I\i- 1 4

w-L2

w- 13

-.03626

-.04L46

-.05537

-.046L4

- .04161

-.03699

- .03835

.010825

.010825

.oLo4t2

.010409

.010680

.0L0694

.0L0672

.010804

.010798

.96185

.YOL)t

.9866L

.987 90

.98587

.99806

oo7 C1

-.03482

- .03979

- .05458

-.04s56

- .04100

-.03692

-.03826

4.L4

4.20

L.4s

L .27

t.49

0.19

u. ¿+

Note: D +^l-^- ^^
^o L4Âçt¡ d.Þ .0I0825
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DTSCUSSION

(A) Decarboxylation of 4-Methylsalicylic Acid

The kinetic Ísotope effects in Table V are summarized below.

SOLVENT TEMP.(oC) 100(k/k:'. - r)

Quinoline L96 2.2 + .l

.02 M quinoline L94 0.7 + .1
in nitrobenzene

It is clear Ëhat the magnitude of the ísotope effect increases

with increasing quinoline concentration. As this agrees with the predictions

made by Bournst mechanism, it would appear Lhat the reaction proceeds via

the equí1ibrÍum formation of ion paírs, followed by Lhe formation of a

reaction íntermediate, whích can decompose to either products or to an ion

paÍr.

(B) Decarboxylation of 4-Methoxyanthranilic Acid

The kinetic isotope effects ín Table VII are surmrarized below.

pH TEMP. (oC) 100(k/k:'' - 1)

-.3 60 4.2 + .r

I.3 60 1.4 + .1

4.0 60 0.2+.1
The value of 0.2 + .1 is too small to be considered as an

isotope effect. Thus, a large effect was found at low pH, and no ísotope

effect was found at hígh pH. As mechanism (23) required an ísotope effect

at both low and high pH, it cannot be the operative mechanism in this

reactíon. Therefore, the reactíon proceeds via mechanism (25), in which

both of HA and Z are protonated to form HôAtr and HZ:'.-, but neíther H2A:"-

nor HZ)ç decarboxvlates directlv.
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